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Let ‘11 be a UHF-algebra of Glimm type nm, and (a,: g E G} a strongly 
continuous group of *-automorphisms of product type on ‘11, for G compact. Let VI” 
be the C*-subalgebra of fixed elements of ‘11. We show that any extremal 
normalized trace on Zl” arises as the restriction of a symmetric product state p on 
2t of the form p = ok>, o. As an example we classify the extremal traces on ?I” for 
the case G = SU(n), a, = Ok,, Ad(g). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study extremal traces on AF-algebras which arise as fixed 
point subalgebras of automorphism groups on UHF-algebras. We construct 
these UHF-algebras as the infinite tensor product of n x n matrices over the 
complex numbers: i.e., if B,, B, ,.., are full n x n matrix algebras, then 
~=ok>, B, is a UHF-algebra of (Glimm) type noo. Given a continuous 
group of *-automorphisms g(EG) t-+ ai on an n x n matrix algebra B, where 
G is a compact group, we define a group of *-automorphisms { ag : g E G) of 
product type on VI, a, = ai @ ai @ . . . . Then the fixed point subalgebra 2I” 
of ‘u is AF (Proposition 2.1). For example, in the case n = 2 and 
ai = Ad(g), for g E G, where G is the circle group, one obtains the GICAR 
algebra (cf. [ 1, Sect. 51) as the fixed point subalgebra of the automorphism 
group {a,}. Another interesting case, considered in [4], occurs when 
G = SiY(n), ai = Ad(g). Using a theorem of Weyl we show that VI” is 
generated as a C*-algebra by an embedding of S(co) into ‘8, where S(co) is 
the group of finite permutations on infinitely many symbols. 
For both of these examples a complete classification of the extremal traces 
is possible (see Sect 4 for a description of the Su(n) case.) In general, we 
show (Theorem 3.2) that any extremal trace on a fixed point algebra 2t” of 
this construction arises as the restriction of a product state on 2I of the form 
0 k>l @k, where o, = w2 = . . . . 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall use the following notation throughout. For fixed n > 0, let 
B, = M,,, the algebra of n X n matrices over the complex numbers, and for 
k = 1, 2,..., let B, be an n x n matrix algebra, & B, -+ B, a *-isomorphism, 
and for XE B,, let x (‘) denote the image /3,Jx) of x in B,. Let 11 be the 
UHF-algebra formed as the infinite tensor product ok> I B,. We write I for 
the identity element of ‘11. For finite subsets /i of N, the positive integers, we 
have a canonical embedding #A: akeA B, + Oka, B, which carries akeA y, 
into COkeA yk) 0 (0 kcN,,, I,J. Denote the image of #,, by U,, . (Often when 
there is no danger of confusion we shall identify the algebras Okc,, B, with 
their images 3, in ?I.) For finite disjoint subsets /i, II’ of N, VI,,, ‘u,, are 
commuting subalgebras of ‘3. Let /i, = (1, 2,..., m) and let ‘u, = %,A,. Then 
(J ,“= r ‘?I, is a uniformly dense * subalgebra of ‘?I. We refer the reader to [ 2 ] 
for the general theory of infinite tensor products of C*-algebras. 
Suppose that G is a compact group and t(EG) M 01; is a continuous group 
of *-automorphisms on B,. Then a’ induces a strongly continuous group of 
automorphisms aI = Oka I a: on 3, where a; = Pk o af o /?;’ is an 
automorphism of B,. We call {a, : t E G) the group of product 
automorphisms of G on 3. Since a; is inner, ai = Ad(u,), some unitary 
ut E B,, hence a, = Ok>, Ad(ujk’). For a finite subset /i of N, and y E ‘u,, , 
we may view y as a linear combination of operators of the form x = ait,, xi, 
where xi E Bi. Then a,(x) = ai,,, af(xi) = OiE,, uji)xiuji)* hence a,(x) E a,, . 
Thus a,(‘u,) c VI,, for all t E G, and finite /i s N. 
We denote by 3” the * subalgebra of fixed points of % under the action of 
a. Applying the construction in [5, Example 1.11, we define a positive, norm 
1 linear mapping @ by @p(x) = j, a,(x) dg, x E ‘u, where dg is the 
normalized Haar measure on G. By the invariance of the Haar measure one 
has as o @ = @ o as = @, for s E G, so that @: ‘u -+ VI”, and @ llln is the 
identity mapping. Letting x E 3, we have a,(x) E 3, for all g E G, hence 
Q(x) E VI;, where 3; = ‘3” n U,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. U* is an AF-algebra: we have VI” = Uka, a;, where 
‘ufg%;g ... . 
Proof Clearly 3; s ‘ut,, or 3” for all k. Let x E ‘u”, then x is the 
uniform limit of elements xk E VI,. Then 
I/x - @Wll = II @(xl - @Wll = II @(x - XJll G IIX - -%I/~ 
so that x is the uniform limit of elements @Jx) E A;. Hence 
‘LIacUk>l , 3:. The reverse containment is obvious. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let S(co) be the group of permutations of the symbols 
1, 2,... fixing all but finitely many positive integers. Let e be the identity. For 
finite A G N, let S, be the subgroup of S(co) fixing all q 6!? A, and let 
s, = S,“. 
We describe a faithful unitary group representation rc of S(co) into VI. 
Choose matrix units {eii: 1 < i, j < n} for B,, and let eb = &(eij). Then for 
each k, {eb: 1 < i, j < n) is a complete set of matrix units for B, c 3. Let 
(kl) E S(co) be the transposition interchanging the symbols k, I E N, and 
define r(kZ) = Ctj=r ei @ ej!,. Clearly 7c(kZ) is self-adjoint, and an easy 
calculation gives (n(kZ)}* 7c(kZ) = {n(kZ)}* =Z, hence n(kZ) is also unitary. 
Moreover, suppose pr ,..., pr are distinct positive integers and let 
x=e$@ *a* 
for s := (kl), 
@ e$, E @L=, Bpk: another straightforward calculation yields, 
n(kZ) xn(kZ) = ejii:(“) 0 . . . @ ef,:(Pr). (1) 
Extending by linearity we have, for any elements x, ,..., x, E B,, and distinct 
positive integers p, ,..., pr, 
~WP,,(x,) 0 ..- OPp,(-dl MO =Ps-~(p,j(xJ 0 ... OP,-I,,,&-). (2) 
Given any permutation s E S(a), s may be written as a product of 
. . 
transpositrons, s = t, t, 4.. t, ; we define u = n(s) = rr(t,) .e. n(t,). To verify 
that this mapping is a well-defined homomorphism, suppose that 
e = (k,Z,) .a. (k,Z,) = t, ..a t,. Then by (2), 
This shows, in particular, that for all x E U z=, ‘u,, U*XU = x. Hence 
u*xu = x for all x E ‘3, by continuity. Since ‘11 has trivial center, however, 
the unitary u is a multiple of the identity operator Z, i.e., u = AZ, IAl = 1. 
On the other hand, u is a product of operators of the form r(kZ) = Cy,j=, 
ei @ eji, hence u is a sum of tensor products of matrix units es. Let r be the 
unique tracial state on ‘u: then for distinct integers q, ,..., qp E N, 
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t(ey,;, @ ... @ ey>) = (l/n”) di,j, *es diBp. Since u is a sum of elements of 
this form, A = r(,IZ) = r(u) > 0, hence A = 1, and therefore the mapping 71 is a 
well-defined homomorphism. 
The faithfulness of rr is apparent from Eq. (1), and we have established the 
first statement of 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The mapping z of S(w) into the unitaries of 2l is a 
faithful group representation. The image ~~(S(CQ)) is fixed under the 
automorphisms aI, hence n(S( co)) c !!I”. 
ProoJ Let s = (kl) E S(co) be a transposition, k # f, then using (2), 
44Wl= [P,(u,>oP,(u,>lIn(k[)llP,(u,*)OP,(u::)l 
= IP&J 0 Mu,> I IPrW7 0 /4(G) 1 4W 
= n(kl), 
for all t E G, and the second statement is proved. 
3. EXTREMAL TRACES ON '11" 
Let r be a normalized extremal trace on ‘11”, i.e., r is a state on ‘11” 
satisfying r(xy) = r( yx), all x, y E ‘u”, and t is extreme among the convex 
set of all states with this property. Then we show below, in Theorem 3.2, that 
t is the restriction of a symmetric product state on II. Our proof relies 
heavily on some of E. Stormer’s results in [S, 61, on symmetric states and 
large groups of automorphisms, and we shall adopt some of the terminology 
of these papers. Let %! = %(‘91a) denote the group of unitary operators of ?I”, 
and let ?Y act on U by the inner automorphisms Ad(u)(x) = UXU*, x E ‘u, 
u E %. By Proposition 2.2, S(co) c %‘, and therefore [6, Lemma 2.11 2l is 
asymptotically abelian with respect to %/, hence [5, Theorem 3.51 the 
mapping u H Ad(u) represents F? as a large group of automorphisms. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z(U) denote the convex compact set of p-invariant 
states of ?I, i.e., Z(U) consists of all states p on ‘u such that p(uxu*) = p(x), 
all x E %, u E %%; and let Z(r) s Z(U) be the set of %-invariant states on U 
extending r. 
Remark. Since S(co) c %/, we note that Z(U) consists of symmetric 
states on ‘u, i.e., for p E I(%), p(sxs-‘) =p(x), all x E ‘u, s E S(co). (See [6, 
Sect. 21.) 
To see that Z(r) (and hence Z(U)) is non-empty, let r’ be the state on ‘11 
defined by r’(x) = 5(@(x)), x E Cu. Since @ IBn is the identity on ‘u”, r’ 
clearly extends r. Moreover, for u E F/, x E ‘11, we have 
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t(@(UXU*)) = 5 
t 
I, a,(uxu*) dg) 
= z(u@(x) u*> 
= q@(x)), 
so that r’ is P-invariant, hence r’ E Z(r). 
The use of Z(r) in the proof of the following proposition is due to A. 
Wassermann [9] and replaces our original proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let p be an extreme point of the compact convex set 
Z(z). Then p is extremal in I(%). 
Proof: Suppose w E I(%); then for U, u E %/, w(uv) = W(VUUV*) = W(U), 
so that ~1%~ is a trace. Hence if ,Iw < p for some A E (0, 11, then ~(uI]~“) < 
p ]91a q = r. By the extremality of r, o ]xn = r, w E Z(r), and therefore w = p. 
Adopting the notation of [5, Sect. 3.41, let p E Z(U) and let (x,,, H,, xp) be 
the GNS construction associated with p: i.e., p = ox, o z,, where x, is a 
cyclic unit vector in H, under n,(Yl). Let P’@) be the unitarity group 
{n,(u): u E P} in rcc,(21), and let %F’@) be the center of 7c,,(‘Il)“. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 5 be an extremal trace of ‘11”; then 5 is the restriction 
~1%~ of a symmetric product state p = @ w on VI. 
ProoJ By the preceding proposition there exists a symmetric state p on 
‘u, extending 7, which is extreme in the set Z(a). By [5, Theorem 3.71, 
+F’@) n P@)’ consists of the scalar operators on H,. But P’@) E 7~,(%)“, so 
that @‘@) = %?‘@) n P’@)‘, and therefore p is a factor state (i.e., the 
associated GNS representation is a factor representation). Since ‘?I is 
asymptotically abelian with respect to %/, the latter condition implies that p 
is a strongly clustering symmetric state, by [5, Corollary 5.51, and therefore 
[6, Theorem 2.71 p is a product state of the form p = @ w, where w is a state 
of B,,. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
As an application of our results we consider the case where G = SU(n), 
given by its natural embedding into B,, and for u E SU(n), al is the 
automorphism Ad(u) of B,, a, the corresponding product automorphism 
Ad(u) 0 Ad(u) 0s.. of ‘u. The following classical result of H. Weyl charac- 
terizes the fixed-point subalgebras 2l; of ‘u,, m > 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ‘%z be the subalgebra offixed points of U, under the 
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grow Ia u : u E SlJ(n)} of product automorphisms. Then ?I$, is the algebra 
generated by the embedding of S, into 3, given in Section 2. 
ProojI See [8, Chap. 41. 
Suppose r is an extremal trace of 2” obtained as the restriction 7 = placl of 
a symmetric product state p = @ * o on ?I. By [ 3, Lemma 5.11 there exists a 
density matrix P of B, such that w = wp, where w,(x) = Tr(Px), x E B,, and 
Tr is the (non-normalized) trace on B,. For u E SU(n) one checks easily 
that the state p’ =p o a,, is of the form wD@w,@... , where D= 
Ad(u*)(P), and by the a-invariance of 7, 7 = (p 0 au)lpLm =P’]~“. Choosing 
u E SU(n) so that D = u*Pu is diagonal, i.e., 
D= 
where 1, > AZ > Is. > A,, > 0, Cy= i li = 1, we conclude that 7 =p’ IBe, where 
p’=oD@w~@..) and D is a diagonal density matrix. 
Conversely, we shall show that for any such diagonal density matrix D, 
the restriction to VII” of p = wD @ wD 0.. . is an extremal trace. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let c = (k, k, . . . k,) E S(ao) be an m-cycle, and define 
s(c) (the symbols of c) to be the set s(c) = {k, ,..., k,}. If g E S(co) is a 
product of disjoint cycles g = c, a. e c,, define s(g) to be s(g) = 
@I)” * * * u s(q). 
Using the embedding map 72: (kl) t--+ Cy,j=, eb 0 eji for transpositions, one 
may check that an m-cycle c = (k, k, ..a k,) has as image 
whence X(C) lies in ‘&). Let t = pIa*, where p = wD @ oD 0 . .. , then for 
g E S(co) a product of disjoint cycles c, . e. c,, r(~(ci)) . . . t(~(c,)) = 
P(a)) * * * PW,)) = PW, *. * c,)), since p is a product state. Hence 7 is 
determined uniquely by its values on cycles. But for c any m-cycle, a routine 
calculation, using the explicit form for Z(C) above, gives 
n 
7(?7(C)) = p@(c)) = x (AJrn. 
i=l 
Finally, a theorem of Thoma [7, Satz 31 states that a map 7 exhibiting the 
properties in the above paragraph is extremal among the convex set of 
positive-definite class functions on S(co). Hence we have 
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THEOREM 4.2. Retain the notation of this section. Then 5 is an extremal 
trace on ‘u” if and only if r is the restriction of a product state p = 
wD@wD@*** on ‘$I, where D is a diagonal matrix with non-negative 
diagonal entries 1, > A, > ..a > A,, > 0 satisfying Cr=, li = 1. For g E S(W) 
a product of disjoint cycles, g = c, ..- c,., t(?r( g)) = nL=, r(?r(ck)), and for c 
an m-cycle, z(7c(c)) = x1= 1 (Ai)m. 
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